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THE PLASTIC INSTABILITY OF PLATES*
BY

H. G. HOPKINS**
Manchester University

1. Introduction. A flow theory of the plastic instability of plates under edge stresses
which can be used to provide information for structural design is not yet available. In this
paper, an analysis of this problem, for rectangular plastes under uniform edge direct
stresses, is given that provides information of a general nature only. In comparison with
previous work by Handelman and Prager (1), Hopkins (2) and Pearson (3), the present
paper exhibits both similarities and differences. In the first place, Refs. 1-3 and the present
paper develop analyses within the framework of the elementary bending theory of plates
and based upon a plastic flow theory relating to an idealized material whose mechanical
behaviour is that of a work-hardening material obeying the Mises plasticity condition;
further, in all these papers, the applied edge direct stress distributions are similar, always
being uniform along an edge and taken to vanish for one pair of opposite edges in Refs.
1 and 3. In the second place, there is an implicit neglect of strain compatibility in the
plate middle surface in Refs. 1-3. In brief, in comparison with the analyses of Refs. 1-3, the
important features of the present analysis are that strain compatibility of the plate
middle surface is included and that the development of the stress-rate/strain-rate re-
lationships is more incisive. The present paper is based upon Ref. 4, and certain parts
of the analysis developed there are here either curtailed or omitted for conciseness.

2. Notation. The length, breadth and thickness of the plate are respectively a, b
and 2h. The tensor notation employed in Section 3 is described there. In Section 4, the
origin 0 is a point common to an edge of length b and the middle surface; the x- and
y-axes are in the middle surface, and parallel to the plate edges; and the z-axis is such
that the frame of reference 0(x, y, z) is right-handed. The displacement of a point
during instability has the components hu, hv and hw respectively parallel to the x-,
y-and z-axes. The notation for strains, stresses and plate resultants is standard except
that reduced stresses, i.e. stresses divided by Young's modulus E0, are used. The tangent
modulus of elasticity is E, and Poisson's ratio (in the elastic range) is v(0 < v < 5).
The analysis is simplified with the use of the non-dimensional coordinates £, 77 and f
defined by

£ = x/a, 77 = y/a, f = z/h, (1)
and then, with an appropriate choice of the co-ordinate system, the origin now being
taken at a corner of the plate, the unstrained plate occupies the region defined by

0 < £ < 1, 0 < v < b/a, -1 < f < 1. (2)
Immediately before normal displacements occur, the plate is subject to the state of
uniform normal edge stress defined by

= -*,({ = 0, 1; 0 < v < b/a; -1 < f < 1),)
} (3)

= ~<r2(v = 0, b/a; 0<£<1; -1 < f < 1)J
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where at least one of rrx and <r2 is necessarily positive if normal displacement of the
middle surface is to be possible. The following abbreviations are used:

a = a2/b2, 0 = h2/a2,

= 3(1 — v2)ai/P, a= 3(1 — v2)<t2/P,

n = (2cr! — <r2)/(<71 — 2a-,), r2 = (2a, — a,) (a-, — 2(7,),

= (1 — v~) + (X, — 1) {1 + 1/r'i — 2v/r,} > 0,

Ci = (Xi — 1)/L(2a1 — ff2), c-2 = (X2 — 1)/L(2<72 — <r,),

M = 1 - 2L/ ill - 5-J(X, - 1) + (1 - 5-j(X, - 1)
(4)

= -1 - 2(1 - f2)/(X, - 1)(1 + 1/r; - 2*>,) < -1,

2V = {(1 — c/r1)(X1 — 1) + (1 — »yV2)(X2 — 1)}/4(1 — f2)

= (X, - 1)(1 + 1/r? - 2v/rI)/4(l - f2) > 0,

= 1(2 + f„)(l - fo)2,

5, = - 1)(1 - v/r,)/L, &2 = -d*(X, - 1)(1 - v/r2) 'L,

Dn = 1 + (1 - »/n)5, ,

As = 1 + (1 — v/r2)52 ,

2D12 = 2 + (» - 1/r,) 6, + (* - l/r2)S2 .

In the analysis it is convenient to treat with rates-of-change of certain mathematical
quantities rather than with their small changes, and primes generally denote time
differentation.

3. Relationships Between the Stress- and Strain-Rates. In this Section,following Refs.
(5) and (6), relationships are determined between stress- and strain-rates for a special type
of work-hardening material; these relationships are developed within the framework of
the elementary bending theory of thin plates and are appropriate to a rectangular plate,
loaded initially only by uniform direct stresses along its edges, and in a configuration
close to its initially flat configuration. Tensor notation is used in this Section; thus, if
Ox, denotes a right-handed rectangular cartesian frame of reference, then o-,,- denotes
the stress tensor and e',- denotes the strain-rate tensor corresponding to the stress-rate
tensor <j'ii} where Latin suffixes have the values 1, 2 and 3, and the repeated suffix con-
vention for summation is employed. For simplicity, reduced stresses and stress-rates,
i.e. stresses and stress-rates divided by Young's modulus E0, are employed.
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The plastic strain-rate e'J is defined by the equation

, (5)
where the elastic strain-rate e',' is related to the stress-rate a[, through Hooke's law, viz.

= (1 + v)a'n — va'tkSij . (6)

Then it is proved in Ref. 6 that the plastic strain-rate is given by the equation

rr> _ p df df ,
— tr . . (Tki , (.0

OfTij Off/cl

where G is a non-zero scalar that may depend upon the current stress- and strain-states,
together with their histories, but does not involve the current stress-rate, and where /
is the loading function. Thus, from Eqs. (5)-(7), the stress-rate/strain-rate relationships
are given by the equations,

(i I \ ? / * i r df df ' d/ > ^ n
€,;• = (1 + VJVu — V(Tkk Oii + Cr  ~  Vkl , T <Tkt > 0,

0(Tij OC/ci Odki

t'i = (1 + v)<t'u — va'tkSij , cr'u < 0.
OfTkl

It is assumed now that the plastic strain-rates are incompressible so that

& = 0, (9)
and from Eq. (7) it follows that

1L=VL+VL+3L = o (io)
datk d<Tu T dtr22 da33 ' V '

or, equivalently,

= 0 where <r = | <rkt , (11)

and hence the loading function is independent of <r and therefore depends only upon
<j* where

o-* = <tu — | <rttSa . (12)

If the co-ordinate axes Ox,- are suitably oriented then the initial state of stress in the
plate, i.e. just before normal displacements occur, is represented by the tensor

cru 0 0

a-a = 0 tr22 0 (13)

0 0 OJ
In the present connection, i.e. within the framework of the elementary bending theory
of thin plates, the stress-rate tensor to which explicit attention is given when normal
displacements first occur is represented by

a ji <7i2 0

(T2 J 0*22 0

0 0 0.

(14)
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Therefore, from Eqs. (8) and (9), the stress-rate/strain-rate relationships, significant
in the present connection, are given by the equations,

— (1 + v)<r'ap — v<Tyy8ap + G —— <j'yl ,
Off afr Off yS

, _ _ , _ J df_ df\ ,
71 W„ + da J d<jyi "yS '

<«j9 = (1 + v)a'„0 — vo'yybnfi ,

' ~ > 0,
Off y I

«33 = —Vffy J
< 0,

OffyS

(15)

where Greek suffixes have the values 1 and 2, and the repeated suffix convention for
summation is employed. It is reasonable to assume that the direct stress-rates produce
zero or negligible shear strain-rates, and then, from Eqs. (15),

r) f
~ = 0 for ff 12 = &33 = & 13 = 0. 00)
Off 12

Eqs. (15) now simplify to the equations,

€ji = ff\\ Vff 22

. 4- df >)

<12 = (1 + "Vl'j ,

<22 = Vtr'u + O22

<33 = 'Wl + a'22)

_ r(AL,AL)(AL„, , M.
\3<ru 3<r22/w<r11 11 do22C22)'

c'i + a22 > 0,
Off 11 Off 22

*11 — 0*11 ^0*22 j

<12 = (1 + v)<r'i2

<22 ~ va 11 -f- 0*22 >

<33 = —v(a'u + 022),

Now define two scalars X] and X2 through the equations

d *" + ~F~ < °"Off u Off 22

(17)
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X, = fi'i/c'i , o-22 = 0 and ~~ a[, > 0,
da, i

X2 = t'ft/a'n , o-,', = 0 and y!— era., > 0,do-,

(18)

and then, from Eqs. (17),

= 1 j- r.[
KdauJ '

and hence

X. = 1 + g(~~) , x2 = 1 + o(jp) , (19)

G"'2 = ±(X, - 1)'/2, G',/2 = ±(X2 - 1),/2, (20)
OCf j | U(T22

where, in the first equation, the positive and negative signs correspond respectively to
loading and unloading in the special case a'u > 0 with a'i2 — 0, and similarly for the
second of these equations. Therefore, from Eqs. (17) and (20), it is possible to formulate
stress-rate/strain-rate relationships that involve the two scalars X, and X2 whose numerical
values could be determined from experimental data. Note that

(X, - 1)/(X, - 1) - (5^/{£). (21)

The simplest possible assumption for / is that the Mises plasticity condition applies,
viz.

f = | <r*a * = k2, (22)

where the strain-history enters only through the single parameter k. Loading occurs
only if

/' = afjff'i* > 0, (23)

and in the present connection the criterion is therefore that

0*11 7> (ffi l "I" 22) fUn o 1 0*22)

+ V22 — q fan + 022) no-22 — o (°"'i + "22) f + q (o"ii + o-22)(ou + cr22) > 0, (24)

i.e.,

3

Thus

/ — o {(2<tjx £r22)<rn -|- (2tr22 011)022} 0. (25)

dau ~ 3 (2<Tn a2a)' dL ~ 3 (2"22 ~ (20)
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and accordingly, from Eq. (21),

(X! — 1)/(X2 — 1) = {(2<x„ — o-22)/'(2 cr22 — c,,)}2. (27)

From Eqs. (19) and (26),

G = 9(Xi - l)/(2«r„ - a22)2 = 9(X2 - l)/(2cr22 - <7„)2, (28)

and G is calculable if either X! or X2 is known from experimental data. It is possible
therefore to formulate the stress-rate/strain-rate relationships in terms of a single
scalar to be determined necessarily from experimental data; these relationships are

eli = Xjrf, - ^ (x> - i)}^2 ,

e'2 = (1 + v)tr'12 ,

«22 = — \v + J" (X2 — 1) )a'ii + X2(722 ,

= -i" + (Xi - i) - ^ (x2 - i) yu

-i"+ ex. - i) - j£(x. - 1)K-

6^1 — C]X Pff22

(2<7„ 0'22)"'{i "4" (2<722 C]i)tr22 > 0,

(29)

{2<Tn <T22)cTi'i -|- (2U22 cil)c22 < 0,

«12 = (1 + »-)o-12 ,

<22 = yfll ~t" 022 ,

<33 = ~ "Ml + 022),.

where

/? 1 = (2(7*ij 0*22)/(^ 11 2<t22), ~ (2cr22 <Tu)/(o-22 2o"xi), (30)

and Xj and X2 are related through Eq. (27). These stress-rate/strain-rate relationships
agree with those obtained in Refs. 1 and 2. However, in Ref. 2, the result Eq. (27) could
be deduced only for the particular case discussed in Ref. 1, viz. o-22 equal to zero, and
the result is then

X2 = \ (X, + 3), (31)

where X, is interpreted simply as E0/E.
In the next Section, it is more convenient to use an engineering notation for stresses
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and strains, and accordingly Eqs. (29) are rewritten now in the form,

= X.o-i — Y + ~ (X, — l)|»i ,

y'xu = 2(1 + v)t'xu ,

*u | ^ ~t~ (\-i 1) {Gi X20"ff , < i O \ ' _1_ (O \ f ^ i\I r-2 J f(,2o-| — crj)ax + (2c2 — <7,)o„ < U,

= -{•> + (x, -1) - - (x2 - i)L:

+ (x, - j) - i(x, - D^:

tx = <Tz — "a, ,

7Tt = 2(1 + v)t'iu ,

«v = —V<r'x + a'u ,

e' = —v(a'x + <j'u),

(2<r1 — a2)a'x + (2c2 ~ o^)o'v > 0.

(32)

Let the rate at which work is done by existing stresses on the change of shape of an
element be W per unit volume so that

W' = £>,,«'* . (33)

It may be proved from Eqs. (8) and (22) that

f [(1 + v) + 2Gk2]E0f, f > 0,1
IF' = (34)

[ (1 + v)E0f, f < 0.J

Thus the loading condition that /' is positive is interpreted that W is positive; the
neutral condition that /' is zero is interpreted that W is zero; and the unloading condition
that /' is negative is interpreted that W is negative. From Eqs. (13) and (32) the load-
ing and unloading criteria are now written in the form

{(2<r2 — <7i)v + (2<r, — cr2)} e' + {(2a, — <r2)v + (2<r2 — or,)}^ 0,]

W' ^ 0, i
(35)

respectively.
4. The Fundamental Equations. In this Section, the fundamental equations are de-

veloped on the basis of the stress-rate/strain-rate relationships in Eqs. (32). It is assumed,
exactly as in elastic thin plate theory, that plate elements originally normal to the middle
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surface remain normal to the displaced middle surface. Then

e'i = e' — i

< = ,

y'r„ = Y - 2/3JVtv i

(36)

where , e'2 and y' are strain-rates in the middle surface. Here, and also elsewhere in
this paper, suffixes £ and y (and also n and s) preceded by a comma denote partial differ-
ential coefficients. From condition (35) and Eqs. (36), the loading criterion is

r ^ io if K' % 0 (37)
respectively, where

Pfo K' = (2<7! — <r2){(l — f/ri)e,' + (v — l/r,)t'2},

K' = (2tr1 - <r2){( 1 - v/rjw'd + (y - l/r,X„} J

It is necessary always that — 1 < < 1; if — 1 < f0 < 1, then the surface with equa-
tion f = f0 separates loading and unloading regions, and on this surface W' = 0; f0 =
± 1 corresponds to either loading or unloading over the entire plate thickness, and on
the (plate) surface f = ± 1, in general W' ^ 0, and therefore this surface is not in this
sense a boundary to a loading or an unloading region. It is seen by setting either w'(£
or w'vv equal to zero that the sign of K' is an indication of the sense of bending.

The resultant force-rates N'x , N'v and N'xy are defined by the equations

(38)

(N'x , N'v , N'J/h = f1 (a'x , a[ , r'J d{,j-j

and therefore

(N'x - vN'y , N'v - vN'x)/h = f (a'x- va'v , c'v - vc'x) rff.
J -1

From Eqs. (32) and (38) and conditions (37),

ai — va't = i'x + /3ci(f ~ fo)K',

<t'» ~ va'x — + /3c2(f — )K',

t'xv = 7^/2(1 + *),

(39)

(40)

(W' > 0), (41)

and

<r£ — v<jx = t'y {W < 0). (42)

TXy = 7X»/2(1 + *),J

Conditions (37) show that there are two cases to be considered and the analysis now
proceeds differently according as K' > 0 (Case A) or K' < 0 (Case B).
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Case .4. Here K' > 0, and then (1 > f > f„) and (fo > f > — 1) are respectively
the loading and unloading regions.

From Eqs. (36) and (39)-(42),

(.v; - ,.y;;> 2h = e; + - f0)2/v',

(v: - vK',)/2h = 1 - f0)2tf',j> (43)

N'„ '2h = 7','2(1 + V,,

and therefore

-m - fo)2A" = {«! - (.v: - VN[) 2h}/Cl = {e'2- (N'„ - vN'x)/2h)/c2 . (44)

From previous remarks, and from Eqs. (38.1) and (44), f0 = ft if — 1 < ft < 1 and
ffl = d= 1 otherwise where fi = f*(P) is defined by the equation

f*2 - 2il/f* + P = 0, (45)

i.e.

and

(47)

f* = J/ ± (M2 - P)1/2, (46)

P = 1 4Z;{(2o'i "aXl v/ri)Pi (2(T2 o'i)(1 v/r^)p2

!(X, — 1)(1 — v/rj + (X2 — 1)(1 - v/r2)\,

Pl = (N'x - vN'v)/2hpK',

p2 = (N'„ - vN'x)/2hpK'.

If — 1 < f*(P) < 1, where f*(P) is defined by Eq. (46), then f0 = f*(P) and the surface
with equation f = f0 = f*(P) separates loading and unloading regions of the plate. If
such a surface of separation exists in the immediate neighbourhood of some particular
point of the middle surface, then, at this point, it is necessary first that

il/2 > P (48)

and second that it is then possible to choose the sign in Eq. (46) so that

-l < r*(P) < 1; (49)
if either of the conditions (48) and (49) is violated, then loading or unloading occurs
over the whole of the plate thickness in the immediate neighbourhood of this point, and
then f0 = ± 1. It is therefore not impossible for loading (or unloading) to occur over
the entire thickness of part of the plate and a varying degree of loading (or unloading)
to occur over the remaining part. Note that both roots of Eq. (45) may satisfy — 1 <
f*(P) < 1 in which case there are two possible solutions.

The resultant bending and twisting moment-rates M'x , M'v and M'IV{= — M'vx) are
defined by the equations

{M'x , M'v , M'„)/h2 = Of df, (50)
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and therefore

{M'x - vM[, m: - vM',)/u2 = I (<r'x — vo:, a: - df. (so
*' -1

From Eqs. (36), (41), (42), (50) and (51),

M'x - vM'y = -llrpWn - dcji'),

M'„ - vM'x = -§/r'/3(w:„ - MO, [ (52)

21/;, = -M[x = {PWd - "2)!(i - ")<{,
where d! = d*(£0), and therefore

-M',/tth'p/( 1 - x2)} = 11 + «.(1 ~ i-/r,)}«•:« + {v + S2(v - 1 /rs)K„ ,

-M'J{|/12M1 - f2)! = {* + «i(> - l/ri)}wf« + {1 + «»(1 - i-AOJip:,, ,f (53)

~"5)} = (i • J

The resultant total vertical shear force-rates V'x and V'v are defined by the equations

aV'x = Jfilt - 2M'ty,i ,1
f (54)

aV'v = - 2M'XV,( ,J

and therefore from Eqs. (53)

-Vi/lia^A 1 - "2)}=^[!l + «.(1 - «-/r,)}wf«+{(2- *) + 52(* - l/r2)K„],

-Vl/Hap/l 1 - "2)}=^[|1 + «*(1 " "/r2)«,+ {(2 - v) + «,(„ - 1/r-,)}ty^£].

Now consider the equilibrium of the plate when small normal displacements have
occurred. The equations of equilibrium (7, § 57) of the plate, for small normal displace-
ments of its middle surface, are

(55)

Mx,l( - 2Mru,(v + Af„,„ = -h(Nxw,H + 2Nxyw,(v + 2V>,„),

Nx,t + Nxv,, = 0,

Nxv,( + Nv,, = 0;

partial differentiation of Eqs. (56) with respect to time shows that

M'x,h - 2M4.J, + = 2h\a1w',(( + <T2w',„),

N'..t + N'x,„ = 0,

(56)

(57)

N'xv.c + N'v,v = 0,

immediately following the incidence of normal displacements because immediately
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before these occur w and Nxy are identically zero. From Eqs. (53) and (57.1),

V4,w' + (1 - v/rj ~2 + (v - l/r2) (52u>'„)of

+ (v - 1 AO -~r, (5,u/jf) + (1 - v/r2) ~2 (52w'„) = -(afwfjj + <r>;„), (58)

where

v: - (S+1?)'- (59)
Equations (57.2) and (57.3) are satisfied identically through the introduction of a
stress-rate function <p that is related to the resultant force-rates by the equations,

N'x/2h = v',„ , .V: 2h = , N'J2h = -</{, . (GO)
The strain-rates t'x , e[ and y'ry are given by the equations

= puyt, «; = puyv, 7x1/ = p1/2(u'.v + vu), (gi)

and are compatible only if

ei,™ + «»,££ ~ Txb.j, = 0, (62)
i.e. from Eqs. (36),

f'.vv + e2.{£ — y'.Cv ~ 0, (63)

which is an equation that involves the middle surface strain-rates only. From Eqs. (44)
and (60),

f' — <p!iv ~ vp'u ~ s/3ci(l — f0) K',

- V*[n - 1/36,(1 - f„)2K', (64)

y' = —2(1 + v)<p'£, ,
and therefore ,Eq. (63) is

vV = 142 $ + Cl $){(1 " r°)2K'1 • (65)

Case B. Here K' < 0, and then (1 > f > f0) and (f0 > f > — 1) are respectively
the loading and unloading regions. It is straightforward to show that the analysis of
Case B is deducible from the analysis of Case A if all Quantities arejiow referred to the
coordinate system 0'(£', r[, £') where

{' = const. — £, r, = const. — y, £' = — f, (66)

the values of the constants being irrelevant. Full details are given in Ref. 4, and here
only the results are stated. The equations that correspond to Eqs. (53), (55) and (58)
are identical in form but now d, = d*( — f0) and fi = — f*(— V\ > — 7h)] the equations
that correspond to Eqs. (GO) are identical in form; and the equation that corresponds to
Eq. (65) is

Vy = |s(c2 Jp + Cl ̂ ){(l + f0)2K'} (67)
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where again ti — — Z*( — P\ , ~ P>)■ The convention is now adopted that the above
changes are implied if K' < 0, and then Eqs. (53), (55,) (58), (60) and (65) apply un-
restrictedly.

The fundamental mathematical problem is therefore to solve the non-linear, de-
pendent, fourth order, homogeneous, partial differential equations (58) and (65) subject
to boundary conditions on w' and <p'. These boundary conditions depend upon respec-
tively the plate edge support and the applied resultant force-rates, and, in general, are
not arbitrarily prescribed. If the middle surface is sub-divided into two or more regions
by a curve c, say with normal direction n, on which K' = 0, then it is necessary on
physical grounds that w' and 0 , together with their first three partial differential co-
efficients with respect to n, are continuous 011 c; but, from Eqs. (58) and (GO),
and are not, in general, continuous 011 c and therefore in general the analytical
form of the solution is not the same on either side of c.

Now consider the application of the analysis to two particular classes of problem.
These are often designated in the published literature as the von Karman and Shanley
problems; in this paper they are designated briefly as problems A and B, respectively.

Let n and s denote directions respectively normal to, and along, a plate edge.
Problem A. Here it is postulated that the changes of the applied edge stresses at

instability are zero. Then, by definition of the problem,

J... = V'.n. = 0 (68)

along an edge, but note that, because Eq. (65) is not homogeneous in <p', Eqs. (68) do
not imply that <p' can be taken as identically zero. The boundary conditions on w' depend
upon the plate edge support; for example, if the edges are either clamped or simply-
supported (which are important practical cases) then the boundary conditions on w'
are respectively either

w' = w'n = 0 (69)

or, from Eqs. (53),

w' = w'nr = 0

along an edge. The solution of Eqs. (58) and (65) subject to the boundary conditions
(68) and, for example, (69) is clearly, in general, an extremely difficult problem. If the
instability stressec do not greatly exceed the elastic limit, then it is not unreasonable
to approximate Eq. (65) by the equation

V}ip' = 0. (70)

This approximation is made implicitly in Refs. 1 and 2, and results in a considerable
simplification of the problem. The appropriate solution of Eq. (70) subject to the con-
ditions (68) is

v>' = 0. (71)
Then, from Eqs. (46) and (47), remembering that M is not greater than — 1,

't* = M + (M2 - 1 yn (72)

and this equation necessarily gives a value for f* such that — 1 < f* < 1 and therefore
U = ± r* according as K' ^ 0; there is now a surface separating loading and unloading
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regions and it has the equation f = ± f* according as K' ^ 0, i.e. a surface composed
of parts of the planes f = ± f* with discontinuities at points such that K' = 0. Such
discontinuities may be due to the approximate nature of the solution. Further d =
rf*(±fu) according as K' ^ 0 and therefore d = d*(f*) in both cases. Equation (58) is
now

])nw\(H + 2 />l2u>;{£„ + Z)22w/„„ = -(a [w'(( + <xW„) (73)

where Du , Z)22 and DVJ (see Eqs. (4)) are constants dependent upon the stress-state.
The problem therefore depends upon the solution of the linear, fourth order, homo-
geneous, partial differential equation (73) with constant coefficients dependent upon
the stress-state, subject to boundary conditions on w', e.g. Eqs. (69); the characteristic-
values and characteristic-functions of this equation correspond respectively to the
instability stresses and normal displacement-rates. Note that, although Eq. (73) has a
doubly-infinite set of characteristic-values (and corresponding characteristic-functions),
only the first is of importance from a practical standpoint, and further only in this case
may Eq. (70) be a useful approximation to Eq. (Go). Equation (73) is given in Ref. 2
and also, for the particular case <r2 equal to zero, in Ref. 2. As remarked in Ref. 2, there
is no serious mathematical difficulty involved in the determination of the (approximate)
instability stresses for the edge conditions that are of practical importance; indeed the
only difficulties are in the computation, and it is useful to note that it is simplest to
regard a, , <r2 and a (or 0) as known and to solve for /J (or a).

Problem B. Here it is postulated that the changes of the applied edge stresses at
instability are such that plastic deformation only occurs.

It is evident on physical grounds that, if it is possible for loading, simulateously
with bending, to occur over the whole of the plate, then the plate bending stiffness is
least and therefore so also are the instability stresses. An analysis based on this assump-
tion, in any case, must lead necessarily to a lower bound for instability stresses; the
assumption is discussed later.

Then, by definition of the problem, f0 = T 1 according as K' ^ 0; notice, however,
that the (plate) surface f = ± 1, in general, is not a boundary to a loading or an un-
loading region. Further d = d*(— 1) = 1 in both cases. Equation (58) is now

Duw't([(( + 2 Z)12<£{„ + D22wf„„ = -(<t'w',u + tr£w%,) (74)

where Dn , D22 and D12 (given from Eqs. (4) after setting d = 1) are constants dependent
upon the stress state. Equations (73) and (74) are identical in form, and therefore the
determination of the instability stresses in this problem is a task exactly comparable
with that of the determination of the instability stresses in the previous problem. Equa-
tion (74) is given in Ref. 2 and also, for the particular case <r2 equal to zero, in Ref. 3.

In the discussion of the assumption that plastic deformation only occurs, the analysis
proceeds differently according as K' > 0 (Case A) or K' < 0 (Case B).

Case A. From Eq. (65) it follows that <p' satisfies the equation

VV = /3{5,rrV{m - (&! + 52)u/££„ + 62r2 V„,„} (75)

and satisfies boundary conditions necessarily consistent with the assumption that load-
ing occurs everywhere. If this assumption is true, then at every point of the middle
surface, it is untrue that — I < f*(P) < 1. The critical case occurs when f*(P) = — 1.
Now suppose that, in general, at some particular point of the middle surface f*(P) =
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— (1 + S); for simplicity, it is assumed that 8 is real. Then, from Eq. (45), it is straight-
forward to prove that

X 82 - 8 + 5, = 0 (76)
where

Si = {(o*! — 2<t2)<p'.u + (°2 ~ 2<r,)?/„} j — 1 (77)

and hence 8 > as N > 0. The critical case will occur if 8 — 0 and then 8X = 0. A
sufficient condition for loading to occur over the entire thickness of the plate is that
<5, > 0, i.e. from Eq. (77) that

{(cr1 — 2<r2)<p'(( + (a2 ~ 2<r1)(p'„} j > 1. (78)

Case B. It is straightforward to show that the analysis of Case B is deducible from
the analysis of Case A. Full details are given in Ref. 4, and here only the results are
stated. The relation corresponding to relation (78) is

{(a-! — 2<t2)<pU( + (°2 — 2<ri)v'„} /(—P ^ 1- (79)

Therefore a sufficient condition, applicable in either case, for loading to occur over
the entire thickness of the plate is that

{((Tj — 2c2)<p',h + (<r2 — 2<r1)<p'„} j I K' > 1. (80)

Here it is required that loading occurs over the whole of the plate. Therefore it sufficient
that tp' is determined from Eq. (75) subject to boundary conditions consistent with the
condition (80) for loading everywhere. The accurate determination of ip' may not always
be very simple. However, the following approximate analysis indicates that it should
always be possible to choose the rate-of-change of applied edge stress at instability so
that loading occurs over the entire plate, although the determination of the least possible
rates of change is, in general, a difficult problem. Now if the instability stresses do not
greatly exceed the elastic limit, then it is not unreasonable to approximate Eq. (75) by
the equation

VV = 0. (81)
Next take the boundary conditions on <p' to be that (i) is constant along any edge
and has the same value for opposite edges and (ii) <p'„, is zero along all edges. The solu-
tion of Eq. (81) subject to these boundary conditions corresponds to a uniform stress-
rate distribution. The condition (80) is now simply

const. j K' > 1, (82)

and loading will occur over the entire plate thickness if <r[ = — <p',, and a'2 = — <p'H
are such that

(2tri — <r2)<ri' + (2<r2 — fi)o2 > ^ Max. | K' |. (83)
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The above analysis of Problems A and B refers to two salient problems of the general
analysis; the first corresponds to greatest possible instability stresses and the second
corresponds to least possible instability stresses; and. between these extremes, it appears
probable that there exists a continuous set of instability stresses, this corresponding to a
continuous set of changes of the applied edge stresses.

In Refs. 1, 2 and 3 some examples of Problems .4, A and B, and B, respectively are
considered, but in all cases there is implicit neglect of strain compatibility. In Ref. 4,
a detailed analysis is given of two cases, viz. (i) an infinitely-long simply-supported
plate under uniform compression stress along one pair of edges and (ii) a finite simply-
supported plate under uniform compression stress along one pair of opposite edges.
Problems .1 and B are solved first accurately and then approximately (through neglect
of strain compatibility) in case (i) and are solved approximately in case (ii). The approxi-
mate solutions may be expected to approximate closely the accurate solutions when the
instability stresses are not too greatly in excess of the elastic limit.

5. Conclusions. There are two salient problems, often designated in the published
literature as the von Karman and Shanley problems; in the first, which corresponds to
greatest possible instability stresses, it is postulated that the changes in the applied
edge stresses at instability are zero; and in the second, which corresponds to least possible
instability stresses, it is postulated that the changes in the applied edge stresses at
instability are such that plastic deformation only occurs. It appears probable that,
between these extremes, there exists a continuous set of instability stresses, this corres-
ponding to a continuous set of changes in the applied edge stresses.

In the first problem, if strain compatibility is neglected, then the determination of
the instability stresses is straightforward; it is probable that these approximate values
underestimate the accurate values on the basis of the present theory by an amount that
is small only if the instability stresses do not greatly exceed the elastic limit. In the
second problem, the determination of the instability stresses is straightforward; however,
although the assumption that only plastic deformation occurs at instability is probably
correct, the determination of the corresponding least possible changes in the applied
edge stresses is in general difficult.

It is known that theorectical values, based on the present flow theory, considerably
overestimate experimental values of plastic buckling loads for long simply-supported
plates under end compression. Further, deformation theories are available that provide
results in good agreement with the experimental results; however, this fact is sometimes
taken as a justification for a deformation, as opposed to a flow, theory of plasticity, an
such a justification is untenable. If the experimental results relate to perfect test speci-
mens perfectly loaded or, if these results are not particularly sensitive to imperfections
of geometry, loading or mechanical behaviour, then the disagreement should be trace-
able to the assumed mechanical behaviour; otherwise, the disagreement should be traced
to either imperfections or assumed mechanical behaviour or both of these matters.
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